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ARTICLE ON K.A. ABBAS V. UNION OF INDIA 

-by Harsh Jadon 

 

Case outline and Outcome 

 

The Supreme Court of Asian country upheld restrictions on public 

exhibition below Cinematograph Act, 1952, and rejected a petition that 

challenged the Act’s powers of censorship. Once the petitioner’s film was 

denied AN unrestricted viewing certificate unless he removed a scene deemed 

unsuitable for children, he petitioned that his right to free expression had 

been desecrated by previous censorship the whimsical exercise of the powers 

granted among the Act. The Court dominated that previous censorship 

fell among the affordable restrictions allowable on free expression, that the Act 

was sufficiently clear to avoid whimsical exercise of the powers in that. 

 

Facts 

The petitioner was a journalist, playwright, author and film maker. He made a 

quick film known as A Tale of four Cities, which represented the up to 

date realities of life in city (present-day Mumbai), urban center (present-day 

Kolkata), city and Madras (present-day Chennai). The film contrasted the 

luxurious lives of the made with the uncleanness of impoverishment. 

He sought-after a U certificate from the Censor Board for unrestricted public 

viewing. 

 

For granting a U certificate, the Censor Board’s Examining 

Committee counselled a certificate that restricted public viewing 

to AN audience of adults. This call was confirmed by the rewriting Committee. 

On appeal, the Central Government counselled a U certificate if a scene 
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set among the town district was removed. The scene 

suggestively depicted immoral trafficking, vice crime, and economic 

exploitation by pimps. The scene was thought of unsuitable for children. 

 

The petitioner filed a judicial writ petition before the Supreme 

Court, argument that his right to freedom of expression was desecrated as a 

result of, firstly, prior-censorship itself cannot be tolerated in freedom of speech 

and expression, and second, if any censorship is allowed, it should get on non-

arbitrary grounds. The petitioner additionally asked for directions for a 

tough And quick time-limit for an alternative of the Censor 

Board additionally as an alternate legal proceeding mechanism to approaching 

the Central Government; these were granted by the government then 

weren't mentioned by the Supreme Court. 

 

Decision summary 

 

Chief Justice Hidayatullah delivered the Court’s opinion, on behalf of justices 

Shelat, Mitter, Vidyialingam and Ray. The Court didn't settle for the 

excellence between previous censorship and censorship normally and thought 

of each to be ruled by the standards of affordable restrictions among Article 

19(2) of the Indian Constitution. The Constitution recognized that freedom of 

speech and expression wasn't an unrestricted right and 

thus, affordable restrictions can be obligatory. The absence of the word 

‘reasonable’ within the Cinematograph Act was thought of inconclusive during 

this regard. Previous censorship was allowable below the Constitution for 

public order or tranquillity. The Court named the guardianship role of the 

Courts because the legal guardian of voters in conserving public interest. 

With regard to the difficulty of meagrely tips within the Act and also 

the whimsical exercise of powers below the Act, the Court found that the 
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rules given below the Act browse with Article 19(2) of the Constitution were 

sufficiently clear. However, it counselled that the rules draw a distinction 

between inventive expression and non-artistic expression in assessing obscenity. 

This alone was but thought of meagrely to strike down the provisions of the Act. 

 

DECISION DIRECTION 

 

Contracts Expression 

 

Within the facts of the case, it's affordable to carry that deletion of scenes is 

also needed so as to induce a certificate for unrestricted public viewing as a ‘U 

certificate’ isn't a matter of right. 

However, by usually upholding censorship powers below the Cinematograph 

Act, the Court contractile the correct to freedom of expression. This 

power below the Act isn't confined to cases of age-appropriate certification; 

rather, it applies to demands for all classes of certification. The Cinematograph 

(Amendment) Act, 1981 (w.e.f. 1983) amended the Act and also the Censor 

Board was renamed the Central Board of Film Certification and also 

the Cinematograph Rules, 1983 were introduced. However, despite 

the amendment in word, the Board continues to exercise censorship 

powers, which are even as a result of the Supreme Court’s acceptance of a 

wider, a lot of whimsical censorship provision as constitutional. 

 

CASE SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Case significance refers to however potent the case is and also the approach its 

significance changes over time. 

The decision establishes a binding or persuasive precedent among its 

jurisdiction. It’s an alternative of the Supreme Court and binding on all lower 
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Courts, unless overruled by an even bigger bench, as per the principles of stare 

decisis. 

 

 

 


